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Introducing Koehler BrightStar’s New scene light, the B.F.L. Area light.
It’s a Big Freakin’ Light.
HANOVER TOWNSHIP, PA- KOEHLER BRIGHTSTAR, LLC – December 22, 2020- Koehler BrightStar
wanted to offer an area light that was rechargeable, had exceptional lumens and was still easy
to carry and stow away; enter the B.F.L Area light. It’s a Big Freakin’ Light!
The entire light rotates to direct the flood light where you need it. 2 dials on the top of the light
provide just the color and brightness you need. Dial the lumens up or down. Dial up to 3000
lumens for 2.5 hours of extreme brightness or down to 225 lumens for a run time of 56 hours.
Sometimes you just don’t need that much light on a smaller area, but you do need a softer
more natural light to see the details or surface color. Problem solved! The B.F.L. Area light
enables you to dial in the color from a natural almost warm color to a very cool and bright
white.
It’s only 3.5 pounds and rechargeable! Use the power cord to plug into any outlet or the USB
port for mobile charging. You can even use the USB port to charge anything else, your phone or
laptop. A battery fuel gauge displays the state of charge in your battery so that you don’t lose
power.
The B.F.L. Area Light sits squarely on the ground, but you can attach it to any steel surface
(your truck, a wall of equipment, a door frame) with its strong magnet. The B.F.L. Area Light is
amazing. It’s big news! It’s the B.F.L Area light from Koehler BrightStar.
Model # 89000
MSRP $179.99
About Koehler Bright Star, LLC
Koehler Bright Star manufactures tough lights that help professionals who work in dark places
stay safe and get the job done. Our flashlights, lanterns and headlamps serve the mining,
marine, industrial, fire, and manufacturing industries and they are used in some of the darkest,
most challenging environments all over the world. See it all.™
www.flashlight.com
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